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here                                                                            
good morning ladies and gentlemen                                               
welcome to ask the theologian there's                                           
the green screen                                                                
isn't that nice uh i'm supposed to uh be                                        
in charge today that's                                                          
always a uh that's always a recipe for                                          
disaster let's see i think that uh                                              
here i'll just show you all how this                                            
works uh let's uh see                                                           
maybe uh if i go over here                                                      
and click this and that                                                         
and i don't know it says everything's                                           
supposed to be                                                                  
uh it says i'm supposed to be in the                                            
studio but i'm hearing the green screen                                         
now you know how it really looks let's                                          
just forget about all that and let's                                            
take your biblical theological and                                              
worldview questions how's that sound uh                                         
at a late start anyway trying to get                                            
everything uh                                                                   
uh going um but uh there                                                        
you know it's uh it's all beautiful                                             
isn't it                                                                        
uh so you can tell i am up on                                                   
the mountaintop that's the way we do it                                         
i put uh that green screen somehow                                              
magically makes me look like i'm in the                                         
studio                                                                          
i prefer to be in the studio because in                                         
the studio there's all the good                                                 
equipment and it makes it all work right                                        
but nathan happens to be out today uh                                           
and uh so he put me in charge                                                   
that that is not good                                                           
uh charlie i agree that's why god's in                                          
charge i read your comment last night                                           
too by the way afterwards i                                                     
uh pray everything goes well glad you                                           
found a good                                                                    
bible teaching church uh that will be a                                         
blessing okay                                                                   
so for some of you figured out we are                                           
only on um                                                                      
uh youtube this morning and last night                                          
we had a question that i missed i want                                          
to go back and                                                                  
get that question uh                                                            
and that came from dr tom who's with us                                         
today and so we'll pick up on some of                                           
his other questions as well                                                     
uh we let's see his question is is it                                           
okay to pray for wisdom before studying                                         
the bible                                                                       
depending upon the holy spirit so you                                           
may remember that if you were with us                                           



last night we were talking about some of                                        
the problems                                                                    
on the doctrine of the illumination of                                          
the holy spirit and how the holy spirit                                         
illumines                                                                       
us and how that can become                                                      
very mystical so when                                                           
when especially when we come from an                                            
evangelical background                                                          
and we say okay maybe i don't need the                                          
illumination                                                                    
of the holy spirit so what do i do                                              
i think that you're exactly right                                               
to pray god give me a fresh mind                                                
give me wisdom which really is                                                  
the second level of learning uh                                                 
help me to get the facts down that's                                            
what i need there's a degree                                                    
in which getting the facts down is done                                         
simply by reading and this is really                                            
what we were talking about uh last night                                        
that you've got to                                                              
you you got to read you got to know                                             
these things we                                                                 
are working on a greek class that soon                                          
will be out available for everyone to                                           
follow along and we're at the level of                                          
you got to kind of know these basic                                             
facts                                                                           
now later on you can begin to put those                                         
together and that's where wisdom begins                                         
to come in                                                                      
uh and hopefully by the way you come to                                         
the point where you're able to uh                                               
argue verbally rhetoric comes in so                                             
those are kind of three                                                         
stages of learning i think that it is                                           
very much okay as                                                               
we read to say okay i'm reading the                                             
facts for example my bible happens to be                                        
open to jonah chapter two                                                       
it's a very different thing from                                                
knowing the facts of the jonah story                                            
to understanding the meaning of the                                             
jonah story                                                                     
and where do you apply the jonah story                                          
and is jonah a type or a shadow of                                              
anything and all of those                                                       
things really do come to wisdom                                                 
so i do think it's okay lord                                                    
give me wisdom as i study this scripture                                        
give me a fresh mind give me the ability                                        
then the wise ability to question                                               
the assumptions that i may have brought                                         
in so i don't bring any isages                                                  
in to question assumptions that are are                                         
printed on the page like capitalization                                         
and uh diversification                                                          
and uh capitalization and all those kind                                        
of things                                                                       
commas uh grammar to be able to                                                 
put all that together to ask the lord                                           



for wisdom i think is is a good thing                                           
now we know that the book of james                                              
says uh ask of wisdom for uh the you                                            
know the                                                                        
god upbraideth not he gives wisdom                                              
now i would put james dispensationally                                          
different                                                                       
but that is a statement about god that                                          
i don't think um                                                                
that god has changed with this                                                  
dispensation                                                                    
in the in the sense that he likes to                                            
give                                                                            
wisdom he likes to offer wisdom so                                              
i think it's a very good thing to come                                          
to the lord and ask for wisdom                                                  
you know i i've discovered on this                                              
uh several times and i had                                                      
uh the uh uh                                                                    
to see this just over and over again                                            
uh that i come in                                                               
and i come to a text of scripture                                               
like i often do even john john's gospel                                         
this last week                                                                  
i looked at a passage of scripture let                                          
me see if i can                                                                 
pull that up i am i think i can uh                                              
get this on the screen here um                                                  
my son sent me a note uh on which button                                        
to push                                                                         
but um uh but it's already pushed so i                                          
don't know what to uh do about that                                             
maybe if i turn it off and then back on                                         
no that didn't make any difference uh so                                        
um                                                                              
he doesn't know what he's talking about                                         
i i am good at all of uh this                                                   
broadcast stuff we're very formal here                                          
on our broadcast                                                                
uh that's just the problem of live tv                                           
isn't it but let's go to uh                                                     
john chapter four where did we start uh                                         
was it about                                                                    
six um uh                                                                       
um                                                                              
well now i can't even find that verse uh                                        
the ah it's verse further                                                       
um the verse ah verse 23 let me                                                 
see yes i can switch to the scriptures                                          
good uh                                                                         
verse 23 the hour cometh and now                                                
is when let's see nope verse 2 verse 21                                         
uh believe me the hour cometh when ye                                           
shall neither                                                                   
in this mountain nor yet at jerusalem                                           
worship the father                                                              
now i came to that and i said okay i                                            
know what it's saying the hour is going                                         
to come when you're not going to worship                                        
here and you're not going to worship                                            
there                                                                           
and i really struggled with that because                                        



i thought                                                                       
the simple thing is to say that's                                               
talking about the hour that you and i                                           
live in because you worship in cambodia                                         
australia colorado uh                                                           
arkansas north carolina new mexico                                              
and so we worship neither at mount                                              
gerizim                                                                         
nor jerusalem and yet i knew                                                    
dispensationally that just didn't work                                          
because                                                                         
jesus was a minister of the covenant                                            
confirming the promises of the covenant                                         
that's what revelation chapter excuse me                                        
romans chapter 15 verse 8 says                                                  
so if jesus is a minister of the                                                
covenant confirming the promises of the                                         
covenant the promises of the covenant                                           
are when all of the world is going to                                           
come to jerusalem so how in the world                                           
could                                                                           
jesus be be talking about this day when                                         
nobody                                                                          
goes to jerusalem to worship so to speak                                        
in the sense that                                                               
the covenants speak about so i i there                                          
were just too many                                                              
things going against it to say jesus is                                         
talking about the church                                                        
so i you know ask for wisdom                                                    
and search for wisdom and in that you                                           
think about it you come to it you try to                                        
put it together and then                                                        
somewhere it comes to you and you say ah                                        
the destruction of jerusalem                                                    
the hour cometh the time is short                                               
the hour cometh when you'll not worship                                         
at mount gerizim                                                                
because mount gerizim is going to be                                            
destroyed                                                                       
along with the jerusalem those temples                                          
are going to come down there's going to                                         
be nothing of either one of them left                                           
jesus is giving a warning here now                                              
i can see the facts i know exactly what                                         
the scripture                                                                   
says but wisdom is to say lord                                                  
help me not to read my preconceived                                             
theology in here                                                                
and help me to have a mind that is open                                         
to say                                                                          
what could the other possibilities be                                           
it is this is such a difficult thing in                                         
the in the human world now you're a                                             
doctor and i think you could                                                    
probably speak to this very well that uh                                        
we humans get in a frame of thinking                                            
and once we're in that frame of thinking                                        
it is so                                                                        
difficult for us to think about the same                                        
thing                                                                           
in a different way and some of the                                              



greatest breakthroughs in medicine for                                          
example                                                                         
have come about when someone said                                               
well why don't we do it this way i think                                        
i gave the illustration a few weeks                                             
ago uh prior to this uh pandemic when                                           
churches were made illegal                                                      
uh at the setting aside of the                                                  
constitution all by                                                             
the governess uh we had a little parking                                        
problem at the church we don't have much                                        
parking and                                                                     
so we have a little place in the back of                                        
the church and                                                                  
two or three of us would pull our cars                                          
you know if you back                                                            
up and bump into each other you save a                                          
space or two                                                                    
well then i realized hey if we go in                                            
there at an angle                                                               
literally we can get like six cars                                              
instead of two cars                                                             
and i thought i've been here five years                                         
nearly                                                                          
how come i never thought about that                                             
before                                                                          
always just pull up one behind another                                          
waste all that space now that's a that's                                        
a wisdom kind of thing but once we get                                          
in our mind it is                                                               
so difficult to do and i think the                                              
medical world probably is one of the                                            
best                                                                            
examples of that at all all together and                                        
we could go down through                                                        
ages and ages of uh medical history i                                           
saw a meme the other day that uh                                                
showed the uh nurses uh powdering a                                             
spray you know those powder guns                                                
powdering them with uh ddt uh                                                   
i don't know if they're i think they                                            
were killing lice uh and                                                        
uh that was the i mean the meta the                                             
doctors were nurses were doing it that                                          
was the thing to do                                                             
uh it was settled science well                                                  
science and medicine and theology                                               
get stuck in a rut so praying for wisdom                                        
uh excellence uh i think is a                                                   
a thing to do uh how does wisdom come                                           
how does god give us the wisdom um                                              
i i suppose even when we pray for wisdom                                        
we are we are saying god                                                        
help me look at this a different way                                            
which is saying to our mind                                                     
don't look at it that way set that one                                          
aside                                                                           
now what other way is there to look at                                          
it and wisdom comes it comes                                                    
sometimes through insights that others                                          
can give us i have two or three                                                 
uh sources like bollinger and scofield                                          



and some others that i will                                                     
go to uh and uh i i like to only go to                                          
those things after i've come to kind of                                         
my own conclusion                                                               
uh so that they don't shape my thinking                                         
to uh                                                                           
too early in the process uh but                                                 
sometimes you're just stuck you gotta go                                        
find something                                                                  
uh through through other people through                                         
programs like this                                                              
through our interaction with one another                                        
we can have some great                                                          
insight vena for example gave me a good                                         
insight that she got from someone else                                          
and that was about paul and paul's                                              
ministry that we talked about a few                                             
weeks ago so                                                                    
wisdom comes in all sorts of different                                          
fashions but                                                                    
i think the thing we gotta we gotta                                             
understand here for wisdom you have to                                          
have                                                                            
knowledge wisdom is always                                                      
built upon knowledge and                                                        
uh uh so uh                                                                     
the the first thing for our children for                                        
us                                                                              
is let's get the facts down let's go                                            
through that that's one of the reasons                                          
why on this last galatian study                                                 
i went through the book of galatians and                                        
then i went back through it                                                     
to look at it with some more wisdom now                                         
that i got the knowledge now that i know                                        
what it says                                                                    
let me go back and do some wisdom i've                                          
said a number of times                                                          
there are some preachers who totally                                            
complete their                                                                  
series before they ever start preaching                                         
it i am not                                                                     
one of them uh and                                                              
uh more power to them if they uh                                                
are able to do that that's just not the                                         
way i'm wired and so i don't do that                                            
which means sometimes i learn so oft                                            
every time i learn some things along the                                        
way                                                                             
and sometimes that i have to go back and                                        
fix                                                                             
something that i had said that turns out                                        
ah                                                                              
later on i find that that's not true so                                         
get the facts and go with wisdom                                                
also from dr tom thank you it says last                                         
night you mentioned or alluded to that                                          
our dna did not really change                                                   
after the fall of man could you explain                                         
this                                                                            
follows a comment uh saying obviously                                           
man be getting began getting sick and                                           



dying after the fall                                                            
how should we explain this from a                                               
medical and a biblical standpoint                                               
now uh the                                                                      
let's let's start with the back end of                                          
that let's start on the medical end of                                          
it and and of course you could probably                                         
uh speak to this very uh                                                        
very uh clearly more clearly than i                                             
could from a scientific point of view                                           
but from a medical standpoint                                                   
did the dna have to change                                                      
in order for uh                                                                 
adam and eve and death to come in                                               
i don't think so i don't think that                                             
at the fall death had to be programmed                                          
into the dna i think rather                                                     
that what you had to do is just take                                            
that dna that god had created and                                               
separate it from its life source and the                                        
life source was                                                                 
the tree of life which also was in the                                          
garden which they could eat from                                                
and in addition to the tree of life                                             
might i say                                                                     
uh that that that might be an                                                   
oversimplification just to call it the                                          
tree of life because                                                            
also you've got uh                                                              
first of all all the abundant fruits and                                        
vegetables of the garden                                                        
and after that they're not abundant                                             
anymore                                                                         
you've got to work by the sweat of your                                         
brow and hope it comes up and all that                                          
kind of stuff so you've got a scarcity                                          
that comes in                                                                   
that's going to affect man's ability to                                         
live it's going to affect disease and                                           
all those other kind of things                                                  
then you've got an environment                                                  
uh and literally i'm talking like                                               
barometric pressure                                                             
and weather and all those kind of things                                        
that                                                                            
are eventually going to change due to                                           
the curse                                                                       
so same dna but                                                                 
different environment is very                                                   
much going to affect uh from a medical                                          
point of view                                                                   
whether or not you are are sick and                                             
dying and                                                                       
any of us who are healthy in our                                                
uh dna you know put us in the wrong                                             
place and we will be                                                            
unhealthy and uh therefore                                                      
all people should never leave their                                             
homes again and should never gather in                                          
uh                                                                              
groups more than five uh but                                                    
now let's take that back with uh                                                



with this doctrine of                                                           
sin nature it's a man-made doctrine of                                          
sin nature                                                                      
that in the garden we had a                                                     
nature of innocence after the garden                                            
we had a sin nature                                                             
that is to say that we inherited                                                
the guilt of adam so                                                            
the standard evangelical which is uh                                            
mostly fed by calvinist                                                         
evangelical definition of the sin nature                                        
is that we                                                                      
have adam's guilt remember the old uh                                           
uh uh from um                                                                   
uh that taught the                                                              
alphabet and                                                                    
let me see if i can bring up a picture                                          
of                                                                              
that no it's not uh it was teaching the                                         
here we go uh i found uh what i                                                 
wanted um okay this was an old uh                                               
reading uh                                                                      
primer there's always a debate on                                               
whether it's primer or primer                                                   
but i have settled the debate uh                                                
because it's my program and it's my                                             
mouth so                                                                        
uh here's a picture of it in adam's fall                                        
we send all the life to mend this book                                          
attend the cat death play and after slay                                        
the dog will bite the thief at night                                            
amen an eagle's flight is out of sight                                          
the idol fool is whipped at school                                              
there's really some very good stuff                                             
about that wouldn't you agree and i'm                                           
not sure what grade this                                                        
uh was or if it was it was probably a                                           
one-room schoolhouse                                                            
that this came about 1800 to 1850                                               
books that shaped america uh the                                                
yeah it's called there there we go i                                            
pulled up the uh information the new                                            
england primer                                                                  
1802 learning the alphabet went hand in                                         
hand with learning calvinistic                                                  
principles                                                                      
in early america so american theology                                           
and thus world theology really is                                               
so shaped by calvinism                                                          
so we've got from the day we were                                               
learning the abcs now obviously it's                                            
changed a little bit                                                            
from us but but really from early on                                            
we were saying in in sunday school if                                           
not                                                                             
uh school we were saying                                                        
that when adam                                                                  
fell we became guilty                                                           
that's the sin nature uh now                                                    
that is we lost innocence and                                                   
now we are guilty that demands calvinism                                        
uh because guilty dead in sin                                                   



you've heard the calvinist say you know                                         
what can a dead person do a dead person                                         
can't do anything                                                               
uh so they've got somebody's got to come                                        
and rescue them and that's that's the                                           
sets up the calvinist system now i think                                        
that                                                                            
our spiritual dna did not change                                                
it uh just so happens that like adam and                                        
eve                                                                             
first opportunity we get we sin too                                             
same dna that they had but even if we                                           
didn't                                                                          
uh even if we were never under                                                  
sin the we would still need a savior                                            
we would need a savior why because of                                           
the separation                                                                  
we were with garden with god in the                                             
garden                                                                          
we're no longer with god so it doesn't                                          
matter if                                                                       
nobody else ever sinned                                                         
they're over there and they cannot be                                           
rescued                                                                         
except god provides an opportunity for                                          
rescue then                                                                     
uh so uh i i                                                                    
disagree that's it's the it's the t of                                          
calvinism total depravity                                                       
and total depravity is in adam's sin we                                         
say                                                                             
in adam's fall we send all and uh                                               
it uh it brings about that                                                      
that uh sin nature that they call it                                            
rather than we send or even                                                     
more importantly i think and they never                                         
think this way                                                                  
rather than we're separated from god                                            
that's the problem is we're separated                                           
from god doesn't matter what our                                                
environment is                                                                  
doesn't matter how many sins we've done                                         
or not done                                                                     
as a matter of fact we know from first                                          
corinthians chapter five second                                                 
corinthians chapter five                                                        
that he is not holding our trespasses                                           
against us so                                                                   
uh that's almost a moot point anyway the                                        
problem is we are separated from god                                            
he has reconciled us to him now we need                                         
to be reconciled to him we need to                                              
reconcile ourselves through him by grace                                        
through faith                                                                   
and we rejoice in all of that                                                   
okay from dan down in arizona because                                           
jesus is at the right hand of the father                                        
does that mean                                                                  
that they are not one or together                                               
as they were before creation and if so                                          
when will they be together again um                                             
it's an interesting question it looks at                                        



it a little different way                                                       
uh my my first                                                                  
reaction is to question                                                         
the assumption uh but i don't want to                                           
do what i would just spoke of others                                            
being guilty of doing and that is only                                          
looking at things for                                                           
from one point of view but let's go                                             
ahead and venture into it                                                       
a little bit jesus is at the right hand                                         
of the father                                                                   
does that mean they are not one                                                 
uh or together as they were before                                              
creation                                                                        
i i don't necessarily think so                                                  
even when jesus was                                                             
at capernaum and the father was in                                              
heaven                                                                          
he said the father i and the father are                                         
one actually said that in jerusalem not                                         
in capernaum                                                                    
so jesus you you could say jesus is at                                          
jerusalem the father is at heaven but                                           
they are one                                                                    
therefore jesus being at the right hand                                         
of the father                                                                   
the father being right there they are                                           
also                                                                            
one and i think you can carry that uh                                           
throughout all that they're maybe the                                           
only time there has not been that                                               
oneness is when jesus said my god my god                                        
why hast thou forsaken me                                                       
that jesus in taking on                                                         
the uh sin of mankind and then doing                                            
what it                                                                         
takes to restore all things he was                                              
separated from god at that point and                                            
that point may be the                                                           
only time at which they were not one now                                        
we would want to think through that uh                                          
and any implications of that but um                                             
that's the only time i can think of                                             
where we've got any indication i think                                          
that we could say not one so the oneness                                        
is not necessarily                                                              
in physical location or                                                         
in uh in scientific oneness if you will                                         
but it rather is or might i say in                                              
physical oneness it's not necessarily in                                        
physical oneness because they've always                                         
been two persons                                                                
the father and the son separate persons                                         
of the trinity and being                                                        
part of the the oneness                                                         
of the trinity you know hero israel the                                         
lord our god is                                                                 
one ahead i believe is the word there                                           
the unified the lord our god is unified                                         
and so there's always been the                                                  
threeness of the godhead and there's                                            
always been                                                                     



the oneness of the godhead three                                                
in one so i don't think that jesus being                                        
does does anything uh to that                                                   
uh so then that uh that that deletes the                                        
second part of the question                                                     
uh if so when will they be together                                             
again                                                                           
uh i think that uh for all of eternity                                          
with the debatable time that we could                                           
look at and try to see if we can find                                           
anything out                                                                    
what does it mean my god my god why hast                                        
thou forsaken me                                                                
does that mean that there was not that                                          
oneness on the cross                                                            
and then of course we have to say when                                          
did that oneness come back together                                             
when did it happen to uh again and we we                                        
assume it happened again                                                        
but we should ask the question it looks                                         
like                                                                            
uh by the resurrection the power of god                                         
raising him from the dead uh                                                    
someone help me does the scripture say                                          
that                                                                            
god the father raised him from the dead                                         
or                                                                              
did jesus raise himself from the dead i                                         
should know that there's a passage of                                           
scripture which speaks of that                                                  
someone can google that and check that                                          
out for us                                                                      
and see if the scripture speaks to that                                         
issue but nonetheless the question would                                        
still become                                                                    
does that mean my god my god my why hast                                        
thou forsaken me                                                                
does that mean that they were not                                               
one at that point in which case the                                             
godhead                                                                         
was in some way broken and                                                      
then was it restored by the resurrection                                        
of jesus or was it restored after that                                          
because remember i believe we mentioned                                         
even last night                                                                 
when we talked about how uh                                                     
the uh uh                                                                       
what uh jesus said to                                                           
mary you know i have not yet been                                               
glorified                                                                       
and so was it at that point of                                                  
glorification                                                                   
that it was brought back together i'm                                           
not                                                                             
totally sure by the way we'll ever be                                           
able to fully answer that question about                                        
what exactly took place spiritually                                             
uh in those let's say three days uh so                                          
we may be at a little loss to be able to                                        
ever uh answer                                                                  
that that particular part of that the                                           
implication of that question how's that                                         



um uh through there good day good friday                                        
to you                                                                          
everyone except uh who knows what day it                                        
is like deb says because she's been                                             
furloughed in one day's another day but                                         
it's the good day to get patrick henry                                          
right there you can just go to                                                  
dispensational publishing                                                       
and click on that and it's 15.99                                                
and you'll get the pdf today and about                                          
may the 22nd those books will                                                   
uh arrive in our office and ship out to                                         
you                                                                             
i think you'll enjoy it even if you just                                        
read                                                                            
it's because it's almost 500 pages uh                                           
and                                                                             
so even if you just read a little bit if                                        
you like history you like                                                       
biography and you like freedom i think                                          
you'll like this book                                                           
and patrick henry he's the guy you                                              
always heard about but                                                          
really about the only thing you know is                                         
he said give me liberty or give me death                                        
so you'll hear a few new things about                                           
them and next week the price is going to                                        
go up so you just as well get it now                                            
uh at 15.99 instead of 19.99                                                    
and for those of you who may just be                                            
joining us we've got uh the green screen                                        
today                                                                           
just as a little change a little variety                                        
uh                                                                              
to uh take place uh in uh                                                       
in all of that and uh i'm sure that it's                                        
like this uh                                                                    
simple thing that uh i'm uh supposed to                                         
push a                                                                          
button or something um                                                          
and uh yet uh every button that i'm                                             
think i'm supposed to be pushing just                                           
already seems to                                                                
uh to be there and to be pushed                                                 
so i just decided let's not worry about                                         
it                                                                              
and so it's green that's what it is                                             
that's a                                                                        
good sign that i am not in studio a but                                         
i'm up on                                                                       
top of old smokey uh on the mountaintop                                         
today                                                                           
uh let's see here                                                               
uh on your questions                                                            
uh uh grand rapids good to see                                                  
you here today and                                                              
uh lots of conversation there let's see                                         
i've lost                                                                       
uh ah there that all just popped up now                                         
i gotta back up and uh                                                          
find those questions again again uh on                                          
youtube if you would put the word                                               



question                                                                        
in front real big that will help me out                                         
like lori has done                                                              
in romans 8 when paul speaks of being in                                        
the flesh                                                                       
and not pleasing god is he referring to                                         
going back under the law he                                                     
said that by the works of the law shall                                         
no flesh                                                                        
be justified okay um                                                            
let's see is that romans 8 or romans 7                                          
actually i think that um                                                        
we refer to romans 7                                                            
and the latter part of that                                                     
when um                                                                         
he begins to say                                                                
if i do that that i would not it's no                                           
more that i do it but sin that dwelleth                                         
in me                                                                           
i find a law then that when i should do                                         
good                                                                            
evil is present within me for i delight                                         
in the law of god                                                               
after the inward man i see another law                                          
in my members                                                                   
warring against the law of my mind and                                          
bringing me into captivity to the law                                           
of sin which is in my members oh                                                
wretched man that i                                                             
am who shall flee me from this                                                  
body uh the from the body of                                                    
this death and uh                                                               
so then with that the question romans 8                                         
begins to say let's see there's no                                              
condemnation                                                                    
for the law of the spirit of life is                                            
christ                                                                          
jesus for the law of the spirit of life                                         
in christ jesus has made me free                                                
from the law of sin and death what the                                          
law could not do                                                                
in that it was weak through the flesh                                           
god sending his own son in the likeness                                         
of the flesh for sin condemn                                                    
sin in the flesh that the righteousness                                         
of the law might be fulfilled within us                                         
through jesus who walk not after the                                            
flesh but walk after the spirit for they                                        
that walk                                                                       
that are after the flesh do mind the                                            
things of the flesh they that are after                                         
the spirit the things of the spirit for                                         
to be carnally minded is death to be                                            
spiritually minded is life and peace                                            
because the carnal mind is enmity                                               
against god                                                                     
uh for it is not subject to the law of                                          
god                                                                             
neither can it be so then they are in                                           
the flesh they cannot please                                                    
god but if you are not in the flesh but                                         
in the spirit                                                                   



if so be that the spirit of god dwell in                                        
you now if any man have not the spirit                                          
of christ he's none of his and if christ                                        
being you the body of uh                                                        
is dead because of sin but the spirit of                                        
life                                                                            
because of righteousness and it goes on                                         
to speak about how we are debtors                                               
not to the flesh to live after the flesh                                        
we shouldn't live                                                               
by the flesh we should be led by the                                            
spirit uh                                                                       
of god the spirit bears witness that we                                         
are the children of god and it                                                  
uh goes through again uh                                                        
to speak of some of the things we're in                                         
right now the whole world groaneth and                                          
travaileth                                                                      
together in uh pain                                                             
and uh carries that out okay now with                                           
that uh when paul speaks of being in the                                        
flesh                                                                           
and not pleasing god which is romans 8                                          
you're right                                                                    
when he speaks of being in the flesh and                                        
not pleasing god is he referring to                                             
going back                                                                      
under the law i think that to go back                                           
under the law if you put this                                                   
together with galatians would be a thing                                        
of being                                                                        
in the flesh if i say                                                           
i am going to observe torah i'm going to                                        
be sabbath obedient i'm going to eat                                            
kosher                                                                          
all the things of the law then that is                                          
saying                                                                          
i am going to trust in those things for                                         
my right standing with god                                                      
and therefore he is there referring to                                          
uh going back unto the law to be in the                                         
flesh                                                                           
one of the things it can be i'm not sure                                        
here that it has to be that because                                             
being in the flesh could also just be                                           
living materialistically and forgetting                                         
that there is                                                                   
any kind of spirit world out there and                                          
forgetting there's any kind of god just                                         
living for yourself                                                             
so depending on the person and on the                                           
context but certainly                                                           
it ends in the same thing that you are                                          
trusting                                                                        
in the flesh you are trusting in the                                            
flesh in a materialistic way because you                                        
would might say the flesh is all there                                          
is                                                                              
you're trusting in the flesh in a law                                           
giving way as you're asking your                                                
question here                                                                   
because you are trusting that in the                                            



flesh i have carried out                                                        
the works of these law so uh is                                                 
let's see when paul speaks of going back                                        
in the flesh and not pleasing god                                               
is he referring to going back into the                                          
law i think he can be and you could                                             
probably give the argument from romans                                          
that                                                                            
yes he is though there are other means                                          
of uh                                                                           
saying that he has said that                                                    
by the works of the law no flesh will be                                        
justified now                                                                   
that comes from the book of galatians                                           
and                                                                             
uh he actually in                                                               
uh there are some important points                                              
let's see uh galatians chapter                                                  
2 verse 18. uh let's uh                                                         
pull this up as well as                                                         
my notes on the                                                                 
book of galatians here so if i can get                                          
all that up                                                                     
for you here we go on the right side of                                         
the screen knowing that a man                                                   
is not justified by the works of the law                                        
but by the faith of jesus christ                                                
even we have believed in jesus christ                                           
that we might be justified by the faith                                         
of christ and                                                                   
not by the works of the law for by the                                          
works of the law                                                                
shall no flesh be justified now i think                                         
the important thing                                                             
here is that he is saying a man                                                 
is not justified by faith he                                                    
is not saying there a man has never been                                        
excuse me i said faith by law a man is                                          
not                                                                             
justified by law verse 16.                                                      
he is not saying a man has never ever                                           
been                                                                            
justified by law he's saying that a man                                         
is not justified by law you know how i                                          
know that                                                                       
uh because uh                                                                   
he has said let's see in romans chapter                                         
2 verse 13 on the right side of your                                            
screen he said                                                                  
the doers of the law shall be                                                   
justified the plain sense of romans 2 13                                        
goes against what most preachers teach                                          
today because most preachers mix                                                
dispensations                                                                   
here paul is not and cannot be talking                                          
about the age of grace                                                          
but he's talking to those who will miss                                         
the age of grace and be living in the                                           
time of judgment                                                                
he's talking about the way it used to be                                        
and the way it will be after this age of                                        
grace                                                                           



so today a man is not                                                           
justified by the works of the law but                                           
what about after the age of grace                                               
is removed of course all the                                                    
evangelicals will say well it's exactly                                         
the same                                                                        
exactly the same i'm a dispensationalist                                        
and there's never been a dispensation                                           
that's what they're saying                                                      
which says i'm half crazy so                                                    
you're right he does say that                                                   
uh by the works of the law no flesh will                                        
be justified let me uh                                                          
continue on on galatians for just a                                             
moment notice here on the right side of                                         
the screen                                                                      
uh knowing that a man is                                                        
not justified by the works of the law                                           
this is in the present and down here                                            
for by the works of the law shall                                               
no flesh be justified that is in the                                            
future                                                                          
however this little portion right here                                          
is actually a quote from the old                                                
testament                                                                       
it is psalm 143 verse 2                                                         
so he is backing up and saying you know                                         
uh                                                                              
they said by works of the law shall no                                          
flesh be justified the day                                                      
will come now that's referring more to                                          
the uh kingdom                                                                  
uh time that is coming but uh that's why                                        
there's that little change in                                                   
uh in pronouns there hope that helped on                                        
a on a topic that honestly                                                      
uh requires uh an hour or uh                                                    
or or so uh and                                                                 
uh uh bring that about uh let's see                                             
reading uh nathan's uh comments there                                           
something ah                                                                    
welcome to ask the theologian we got it                                         
ladies and gentlemen here i                                                     
am isn't that magic just the way that                                           
works uh                                                                        
um so it worked uh you got to push this                                         
button in that order and do this and all                                        
that kind of stuff                                                              
uh so uh i'm back in the studio                                                 
welcome dan has the question uh                                                 
when the godhead was all together would                                         
there be                                                                        
any reason for time                                                             
uh again we'll go back to that uh the                                           
assumption we had on the previous uh                                            
question about the uh togetherness of                                           
the godhead                                                                     
um uh                                                                           
there is i                                                                      
i i don't know uh you know we often want                                        
to say                                                                          
that time there there is no time for god                                        



and we say that because he is outside of                                        
this realm                                                                      
of time and space that we are in and he                                         
sees the totality of it all                                                     
so something in the future is                                                   
as good as done but the the issue is                                            
it's not done there has not been the                                            
second coming                                                                   
there has not been the restoration of                                           
all things                                                                      
so i kind of questioned that a little                                           
bit uh to say                                                                   
you know god's there's no time for god                                          
because he is go he he says uh for                                              
example uh                                                                      
psalm 110 uh                                                                    
god says verse 1                                                                
the lord said to my right and my lord                                           
sit                                                                             
at my right hand there's the word right                                         
there                                                                           
until until i make thine enemies                                                
thy footstool that is to say                                                    
that he has not yet done it                                                     
so you get into even the future                                                 
when in the new jerusalem there is no                                           
sun because there's not a need and of                                           
course the sun                                                                  
is the measurement of time uh in the day                                        
the light part of the day and the dark                                          
part of the day                                                                 
and uh but even then                                                            
is there not some kind of time                                                  
i don't know that may be beyond what we                                         
can                                                                             
begin to comprehend but it seems like                                           
even when you                                                                   
know what is going to happen and it is                                          
decreed and it definitely will happen                                           
it still has not happened that                                                  
speaks of of uh time                                                            
um so i don't know                                                              
maybe uh maybe that goes into the                                               
paranormal we'll have to just                                                   
talk about that on the uh uh on the                                             
ask the on the on the late night program                                        
the theological insomniac                                                       
because you get into i don't know                                               
there's some some of you would                                                  
be smarter than i am on this but some of                                        
these uh uh i don't know folds and loops                                        
and all that kind of stuff that uh                                              
can mess with our complete understanding                                        
of time and its measurements                                                    
uh and even i think you know and into                                           
outer space the uh                                                              
the progress of time different uh                                               
what does that what does that really do                                         
and what's the effect i'm not sure                                              
we get into uh i don't know that it's                                           
really paranormal i think it's just a                                           
little bit                                                                      



beyond my understanding anyway there's                                          
probably some                                                                   
people who know quantum phys physics and                                        
all these kind of things and can totally                                        
understand                                                                      
what that means but i kind of think for                                         
practical purposes                                                              
it's best for us just to understand                                             
that we live in a world of time and the                                         
world                                                                           
is in a sense the fingerprint of god                                            
and so there is past present and future                                         
even in god now again                                                           
i'm questioning the assumptions on that                                         
you should question the assumptions on                                          
that but the standard                                                           
evangelical teaching or theological                                             
teaching almost is that there is no such                                        
thing as time for god                                                           
but god speaks in terms of time and he                                          
created a world in terms of time so                                             
i'm not i'm not totally sure i'm                                                
convinced there                                                                 
uh thank you uh                                                                 
uh and                                                                          
this this is a good way to put it uh                                            
joel james passage on wisdom would be a                                         
form of horizontal truth as opposed to                                          
vertical truth                                                                  
you know what the way i say it that's a                                         
good way of saying it there the way i                                           
say                                                                             
things like that i talk about the                                               
carryover principle and i talk about                                            
things that                                                                     
carry over from one dispensation to the                                         
next                                                                            
and there are there really are a lot of                                         
things that carry over and when you                                             
study dispensations                                                             
and you look uh for example even the                                            
dispensation which had                                                          
the biggest change as far as our life is                                        
concerned and maybe as far as all                                               
is concerned is between law and grace                                           
uh but there's a lot of things that                                             
carry over between law and grace                                                
uh the abrahamic covenant for example                                           
it carries over uh and the                                                      
holiness of god a number you know the                                           
the rise of the sun                                                             
all those kind of things the signs of                                           
the sun the moon stars all that                                                 
uh is carry over so some of these things                                        
you get into                                                                    
you know i don't think again you would                                          
be                                                                              
uh this is we talked about this                                                 
yesterday or the day before and rightly                                         
dividing the word of truth                                                      
uh i don't think that it would be the                                           
appropriate thing to do                                                         



to say james wrote it therefore it                                              
doesn't apply to us                                                             
some things apply directly i think                                              
asking god of wisdom is one of those                                            
things                                                                          
others apply kind of indirectly uh                                              
we have to be careful with this but uh                                          
treating the rich man better than the                                           
poor man                                                                        
in the assembly well you know he's                                              
talking about synagogue stuff there                                             
actually but nonetheless there's                                                
that's a good principle isn't it so                                             
rightly dividing the word of truth i                                            
think is just something that                                                    
every time we go to the word of god we                                          
have to work on that                                                            
rightly dividing the word of truth                                              
there's really not                                                              
this simple approach that uh some have                                          
made it out to be                                                               
or that uh we would like it to be now                                           
the the the biggest uh reductionism and                                         
simplification                                                                  
uh is the one that almost all                                                   
christianity accepts                                                            
and that is that you go over here to a                                          
page marked                                                                     
new testament and you say everything on                                         
this side doesn't apply and everything                                          
on                                                                              
this side does apply uh that                                                    
is uh just uh                                                                   
uh terrible simplification                                                      
i i don't think you can go to any single                                        
page of the                                                                     
scripture and say this doesn't apply to                                         
us this does apply to us there's                                                
we have to rightly divide all of it uh                                          
every time we go                                                                
to the word of god uh thank you                                                 
uh let's see                                                                    
here on your questions                                                          
make sure i'm not uh missing anything                                           
here uh                                                                         
ah matt out in                                                                  
matt aren't you in los angeles                                                  
are you ever going to be able to                                                
go to the store or the what's going on                                          
out there i understand                                                          
that now the mayor of los angeles has                                           
lost his mind                                                                   
and he's going to keep everything locked                                        
down at least the word on the street is                                         
he's going to keep everything locked                                            
down until there is                                                             
a cure remember a few years ago when all                                        
a few years ago seems like a few years                                          
ago remember a few weeks ago when all                                           
this happened                                                                   
we just have to flatten the curve now                                           
when there is a cure for this thing                                             



then we'll open up los angeles listen if                                        
he goes with that                                                               
uh los angeles will have to become a                                            
ghost town                                                                      
it'll be america's largest ghost town                                           
because you cannot sustain                                                      
the city of los angeles nor the state of                                        
california                                                                      
here the governor of california i'm not                                         
sure he has any sanity but if he does                                           
he just needs to tell that mayor you                                            
cannot do this                                                                  
and the reason is that's the tax base                                           
for the state of california what in the                                         
world happens when                                                              
uh these states don't have any money                                            
because                                                                         
they've closed down their tax base i                                            
personally as a new mexican don't feel                                          
any uh need to                                                                  
bail it out and i think there's already                                         
moved to uh                                                                     
take some of these states that have been                                        
so poorly run                                                                   
and uh bail them out as uh you know so                                          
that they can start being poorly run                                            
even worse uh run now and um                                                    
i i i'm kind of like uh                                                         
who was the uh fella uh mitch mitch uh                                          
mitch mcconnell there we go i'm kind of                                         
like mitch mcconnell says let him go                                            
bankrupt                                                                        
uh they can figure it out uh it's you                                           
you gotta you gotta pay the piper                                               
someday                                                                         
uh anyway that's you were probably                                              
trying to have a diversion from all that                                        
and uh came here and i'm glad you did                                           
but you caused me to divert thinking of                                         
los angeles so                                                                  
uh what about the doctrine of inability                                         
the doctrine of inability                                                       
uh comes from let's see if there's                                              
uh just a decent uh definition there                                            
uh it uh                                                                        
it really is a                                                                  
it's the same thing as depravity it's                                           
just worded a little bit different                                              
here when i uh did a search on it                                               
i came up with um                                                               
a john mcarthur who of course is                                                
calvinist                                                                       
and the doctrine of absolute                                                    
inability uh article goes on longer than                                        
we will care to spend with john mcarthur                                        
but uh what i'm sure what he's going to                                         
say in there                                                                    
is that we are                                                                  
unable to                                                                       
uh to respond positively to the things                                          
of god                                                                          
because we are dead in our trespasses                                           



and sins uh it's the calvinist doctrine                                         
that's going to come out of there i'm                                           
sure because john mcarthur is a                                                 
calvinist that's what he is                                                     
and he's not even a dispensationalist                                           
he's a he's a calvinist exegete uh                                              
and so you got a calvinist exegg talking                                        
about the doctrine of inability                                                 
now inability to what this is what i                                            
would want to know inability to what                                            
uh if you're talking about i have an                                            
inability to                                                                    
save myself absolutely even under the                                           
law by the way                                                                  
we mankind had an inability to save                                             
himself                                                                         
because god is the one who gave the                                             
provision of the law                                                            
now that the provision was the of the                                           
law was there                                                                   
they could they could do the things of                                          
the law in order to live in                                                     
righteousness before god                                                        
and then die and go to uh hades or sheol                                        
and                                                                             
be raised on the last day for the time                                          
of judgment uh                                                                  
so yeah they had the things they were to                                        
do according to the law but there's                                             
still that inability there                                                      
now today uh i am                                                               
unable to save myself absolutely i'm                                            
unable to save myself                                                           
but god has offered a gift of salvation                                         
he has offered it because uh through his                                        
death burial and resurrection on                                                
on the cross and the purpose of the                                             
death burial and resurrection of jesus                                          
christ                                                                          
was so that jesus could become lord both                                        
of the dead                                                                     
and the living and as lord of the dead                                          
and the living he can do whatever he                                            
wants to do                                                                     
and what he wants to do is say matt                                             
laurie tom dan randy                                                            
and everybody else i want to offer you a                                        
gift of eternal life in which i will not                                        
count and i am not counting your                                                
trespasses against you                                                          
you are separated from me you're going                                          
to die                                                                          
separated from me except that i'm                                               
offering you this gift how do you                                               
receive it                                                                      
it's my grace that's given it giving it                                         
to you it's your                                                                
faith that you would receive it would                                           
you like to                                                                     
receive by grace through faith this gift                                        
now matt then has the ability                                                   
to say yes lord i                                                               



receive the gift that you have given to                                         
me i                                                                            
place my trust in the words of the                                              
gospel that have just been shared with                                          
me                                                                              
and i trust in those words and i                                                
celebrate                                                                       
that uh here and here on after uh                                               
in my life so i i think the doctrine of                                         
inability                                                                       
is again it's this calvinist doctrine                                           
that says                                                                       
god has to elect some to salvation                                              
because they are unable to                                                      
even receive the gospel themselves i                                            
disagree                                                                        
uh with that ginty                                                              
our good friend in finland congrats                                             
again on the baby                                                               
acts 13 48 uh they uh                                                           
it was ordered unto eternal life ah                                             
great passage and goes right                                                    
with this calvinistic issue uh acts                                             
13 48                                                                           
uh and                                                                          
uh turn off all the highlighting here so                                        
as not to uh                                                                    
distract uh let's see i've heard                                                
calvinists use this verse to back up                                            
their doctrine of predestination how                                            
would you                                                                       
interpret this verse and uh here is oops                                        
that didn't work did it uh okay now i                                           
gotta figure out how                                                            
there look at that just like it's                                               
supposed to work just like that                                                 
isn't that amazing uh and uh                                                    
so here we go uh verse 48 acts 13                                               
48. uh remember by the way                                                      
uh 38 and 39. let me back up                                                    
a little bit uh right here this is what                                         
i                                                                               
consider to be the first time we have                                           
the presentation                                                                
of the the the pauline gospel                                                   
the the that's the one that we preached                                         
today that                                                                      
uh be it known to you therefore men and                                         
brethren that through this man                                                  
jesus is preached unto you the                                                  
forgiveness of sins                                                             
and by him all that believe are                                                 
justified from things from which you                                            
could not be justified                                                          
by the law of moses all people                                                  
through belief thing separate from the                                          
law of moses                                                                    
that's the first time you see anything                                          
like that in the book of acts                                                   
now let's jump down again to verse 48                                           
which is where our question is                                                  
and it says and the gentiles heard this                                         



they were glad                                                                  
and glorified the word of the lord                                              
and as many as were ordained to eternal                                         
life believed                                                                   
now that sounds like calvinism doesn't                                          
it                                                                              
uh and uh i can uh understand why the                                           
calvinists would uh                                                             
take that uh position and uh uh                                                 
carry that out and uh you know make that                                        
uh calvinist however                                                            
i want us to look at the word ordained                                          
here uh and                                                                     
it is uh the word is uh tasso                                                   
uh tasso is                                                                     
uh to to set something                                                          
in order uh so                                                                  
for example uh i will put                                                       
this one and i will put this one and uh                                         
let's see                                                                       
i need uh i need for the uh                                                     
ocd people there now i have set them                                            
in order uh and                                                                 
it would bother you if i had my mugs out                                        
you know like this or like that or                                              
whatever                                                                        
so i am going to set them in order                                              
i have tasso them now                                                           
uh and uh yes tasso                                                             
there's also a diatasso thoroughly                                              
thoroughly set in order                                                         
now let's uh put that together here                                             
and what we come up with uh when we                                             
look at that as many as were                                                    
set in order to eternal                                                         
life uh they believed                                                           
that is what is what has paul been doing                                        
he has been setting them in order he has                                        
been laying down the principles in order                                        
he has been setting forth eternal life                                          
and they said ah                                                                
now our thinking has been                                                       
ordered ordered ordained                                                        
our thinking has been put in order and                                          
those whose thinking had been put in                                            
order                                                                           
they believed now that                                                          
i think is definitely grammatically                                             
that's the meaning of the word to set                                           
those things in order                                                           
and uh these individuals were set in or                                         
just like you and i were uh                                                     
uh ginty and finland and randy in new                                           
mexico                                                                          
and somewhere along the way through the                                         
scripture and the presentation of the                                           
gospel and a preacher                                                           
of whatever sort that was                                                       
those things were used to put our                                               
thinking in order                                                               
ah i'm separated from god being                                                 
separated from god i'm going to spend an                                        



eternity separated from god                                                     
i don't want to do that what in the                                             
world am i going to do                                                          
could i pay tithes could i take the                                             
sacraments could i                                                              
could i all these kind of things could i                                        
get to heaven on the roller skates                                              
how do i get there how do i get over                                            
this separation                                                                 
and the preacher comes along and the                                            
preacher says that                                                              
god has remedied this the the separation                                        
he has built a bridge                                                           
in the cry in the cross and you are able                                        
to by god's grace through your faith                                            
you're able to receive                                                          
this gift that god is now giving this                                           
removal of the separation through the                                           
cross                                                                           
we were ordered unto eternal life                                               
and we were glad and glorified the word                                         
of the lord and we believed                                                     
i think that's what that word actually                                          
means and again it's been                                                       
uh taken over by the calvinist and it                                           
goes so far back as you saw earlier in                                          
the broadcast with the new england                                              
primer                                                                          
goes so far back that uh                                                        
it it almost is you know uh                                                     
incontrovertible truth we're not                                                
supposed to speak against it                                                    
in any way uh excellent i appreciate                                            
uh that um                                                                      
and uh uh                                                                       
let's see question from charlie in the                                          
covenant                                                                        
in in uh covenant theology and reform                                           
theology                                                                        
uh which is basically the same thing by                                         
the way i i think you know that but uh                                          
reformed theology                                                               
covers all the gamut of the christian                                           
life                                                                            
uh calvinism covers the salvation                                               
portion of the christian life but                                               
covenant reformed about the same so                                             
the covenant theology and reform                                                
theology there are two basic covenants                                          
uh yes uh two or three but let me read                                          
the question here                                                               
i've heard i've heard speak of a third                                          
called the covenant of redemption                                               
it states that before creation god the                                          
son                                                                             
and the holy ghost formed                                                       
a covenant for redemption can you                                               
explain this yes i can                                                          
if you look interestingly i think                                               
that uh one of the most accurate places                                         
that you can find a definition of this                                          
if it's not changed we're going to look                                         



at it here in                                                                   
a moment surprisingly is wikipedia                                              
uh let me say just uh one thing about                                           
wikipedia                                                                       
wikipedia is the place to go to see                                             
what everybody thinks                                                           
about a particular topic what everybody                                         
believes that that particular topic                                             
means                                                                           
wikipedia you can get an account i've                                           
got one                                                                         
uh and you can go in and edit an article                                        
sometimes those edits stand sometimes                                           
they don't stand                                                                
but basically the good thing about                                              
wikipedia is                                                                    
it is millions of people looking at it                                          
and so the consensus is going to rise to                                        
the top so if you want to know what the                                         
consensus is about something                                                    
wikipedia typically is the place to go                                          
incidentally                                                                    
i'm not so sure that more and more right                                        
dividing christians shouldn't get                                               
wikipedia accounts and go into some of                                          
these theological issues                                                        
and try to make edits because because it                                        
influences a lot of people                                                      
i can influence uh                                                              
50 000 times more people by getting                                             
an edit through on wikipedia than i can                                         
writing 10 blog posts or doing uh 10                                            
broadcasts on the randy white ministries                                        
uh so                                                                           
uh there's there's value in wikipedia                                           
there's also you have to look and you                                           
have to say                                                                     
is this the truth or is this what                                               
everyone thinks the truth is                                                    
but you and i want to know sometimes                                            
what does everyone think the truth is                                           
well now after that little sermon uh                                            
on covenant theology i know this is much                                        
uh too                                                                          
uh small for you to read i'll try to                                            
bring it up here                                                                
uh just a little bit uh                                                         
but here the second paragraph                                                   
again if it has not been changed since                                          
the last time i look at it                                                      
uh looked at it uh covenantalists                                               
called these three covenants here we go                                         
uh                                                                              
three overarching theological covenants                                         
redemption                                                                      
works and grace                                                                 
now these covenants                                                             
you can let's see it says though not                                            
explicitly presented                                                            
as such in the bible they are thought of                                        
as                                                                              
theologically implicit that means                                               



trust us it really didn't happen like                                           
this                                                                            
trust us theologically implicit                                                 
describing a                                                                    
summarizing and summarizing a wealth of                                         
and it goes through here i'm sure                                               
eventually it will talk about                                                   
uh those here's the yeah you can go                                             
through and you can read the covenant of                                        
works the covenant of grace                                                     
the covenant of redemption when you're                                          
down here                                                                       
uh let's just get a one sentence the                                            
covenant of works                                                               
uh was made between god and adam                                                
you work you'll get to stay here you do                                         
the things you're supposed to do                                                
don't do the things you're not supposed                                         
to do you'll get in here that's our                                             
covenant                                                                        
agreed let's shake hands on it the                                              
covenant of grace                                                               
then was god's covenant that promises                                           
eternal life for all people who have                                            
faith in christ ah                                                              
i'm going to save people by grace                                               
through faith                                                                   
not dispensationalism so i let's make                                           
this covenant of grace                                                          
god is making this in the godhead                                               
hey jesus holy spirit i tell you what                                           
let's save people by grace now that adam                                        
messed up this agreement we had with him                                        
that was signed on docusign let's                                               
make a covenant of grace that we will                                           
save                                                                            
mankind and then                                                                
uh they they shake hands on that the                                            
godhead shakes hands on that says oh                                            
this is a great idea man we'll get good                                         
press on this                                                                   
and then they say oh how are we going to                                        
carry this out                                                                  
that brings into the third which is the                                         
covenant of                                                                     
redemption the covenant of redemption                                           
is hey jesus why don't                                                          
you go and die in exchange                                                      
for some really special people that we                                          
will select                                                                     
and you die for them                                                            
and them alone and we'll use                                                    
that in order to save those really                                              
special people that we have selected the                                        
rest of them let them be damned                                                 
for our glory but we will save those                                            
particular people                                                               
oh this is a great idea jesus says the                                          
holy spirit says amen amen                                                      
and god the holy spirit and the son they                                        
shake hands on it                                                               
and they've got it together that's                                              



covenant theology                                                               
uh hear me clearly                                                              
it is 100 percent                                                               
fake it's all made                                                              
up there is no                                                                  
covenant of grace a covenant of works                                           
covenant of grace covenant of redemption                                        
it's not in here covenant theology has                                          
nothing to do with abraham                                                      
it has nothing to do with noah it has                                           
nothing to do with                                                              
david it has nothing to do with jeremiah                                        
31                                                                              
it it honestly has nothing to do with                                           
the old testament and the new testament                                         
uh covenant theology is                                                         
that scenario that i just uh painted for                                        
you and it took root in the world                                               
maybe because the devil likes hey                                               
this is good because it's deceptive                                             
the devil's a deceiver um i                                                     
don't have many calvinist friends but i                                         
probably just lost them                                                         
did                                                                             
uh you're right this matt's uh speaking                                         
about some things we talked about                                               
earlier sounds like pagan formulation                                           
when it comes to uh the trinity                                                 
uh like a mixture of jewish uh jewish                                           
and pagan                                                                       
uh theologies uh yeah i i think you are                                         
uh so totally right there                                                       
okay uh let's uh see here                                                       
um and um                                                                       
make sure have not missed your questions                                        
i don't have cory today and i don't have                                        
nathan today and they usually feed me                                           
the questions                                                                   
so i'm able to jump quickly from one to                                         
another                                                                         
uh sorry if i did miss your questions                                           
but i think i got your questions in                                             
uh and again let me just uh remind you                                          
that you can buy this book right here                                           
patrick henry                                                                   
and an american statesman it is a it's                                          
an old book i think we ought to read old                                        
books they're better than new books                                             
unless they're published by                                                     
dispensational publishing uh                                                    
and uh uh you will uh                                                           
want to uh check that out for 15.99 by                                          
the way                                                                         
uh you say well i probably won't read it                                        
um maybe you're you know you're busy you                                        
got a whole stack of other books or                                             
something                                                                       
but this probably would make a nice gift                                        
also                                                                            
for someone who's uh i don't know                                               
graduating from high school                                                     
uh something like that they might not                                           



read it then                                                                    
but write a little note into it a really                                        
special note at the front                                                       
and uh you know say uh uh dear john dear                                        
jane                                                                            
uh this is from your aunt mary and                                              
uh i know you love my banana pudding and                                        
you can come for banana pudding anytime                                         
by the way banana pudding should be hot                                         
if your banana pudding was never hot                                            
it's not really banana pudding i'm not                                          
sure what it is                                                                 
but banana pudding has to come out off                                          
the stove top                                                                   
or out of the oven or both that is just                                         
a separate                                                                      
theological note so i know you love my                                          
banana pudding                                                                  
uh i know you're graduating going on and                                        
you're going to be busy for the next 5                                          
or 10 years or 15 or 20 years                                                   
but hold on to this book because someday                                        
out there there's going to become                                               
a a uh a test of liberty                                                        
and you my dear nephew my dear niece you                                        
may be                                                                          
the next patrick henry for our society                                          
and i want you                                                                  
to have these things at your disposal                                           
hang on to this with love it comes with                                         
a coupon for banana pudding                                                     
when you come home from uh the                                                  
indoctrination center                                                           
at christmas love aunt                                                          
susie uh so get it for a gift how was                                           
that for a sales call i mean that was                                           
good we'll probably get                                                         
you know thousands and thousands of                                             
sales it'll be a best seller on amazon                                          
just for graduation gifts for 15.99                                             
and the and the price tag says 19.99                                            
so it looks like you got him a 20 gift                                          
and you got the pdf that you can read                                           
yourself                                                                        
this is an amazing deal call your                                               
friends                                                                         
uh it's been always fun to be with you                                          
uh                                                                              
uh each uh day i will                                                           
uh be back uh i don't know maybe tonight                                        
uh but uh but but it's somewhat doubtful                                        
but maybe tonight on the theological                                            
insomniac                                                                       
randywhiteministries.org there's about                                          
uh 2500 videos there that you can                                               
watch and uh some of them even have                                             
uh all of the                                                                   
uh the the stuff working                                                        
correctly and um                                                                
because nathan was uh here that day it's                                        
always been fun sunday i will teach                                             
the book of acts at 9 45 and at 11                                              



o'clock we'll begin broadcasting our                                            
service i think we'll have a little                                             
music like we did                                                               
last week we're slowly inching into                                             
uh getting back to uh uh normal                                                 
uh in which people used to come to our                                          
church at 10 45 and about 11 15                                                 
we'd sung we'd shook hands we'd given                                           
announcements we'd taken the offering                                           
all those things that                                                           
we used to do in the old world remember                                         
slowly we're getting back there so                                              
eventually the sermon will be at 11 15                                          
again                                                                           
but we'll let's come on uh for the                                              
meantime and uh hear a couple of our                                            
songs and uh                                                                    
uh then we'll get right into the uh                                             
sermon time                                                                     
and uh we will be on the sixth seal                                             
uh and possibly into the hundred and                                            
forty four thousand                                                             
as well and uh look at uh all of that uh                                        
always a blessing to be with each one of                                        
you uh today thanks for                                                         
joining us and uh let's                                                         
uh let's see here how am i supposed to                                          
end this program i think i'm supposed to                                        
find this                                                                       
i think i'm supposed to turn on the                                             
music like that can you hear the music                                          
now does that sound good with little                                            
music in the background manipulative                                            
music perhaps                                                                   
now with every head bowed in every eye                                          
closed i can't hear how the music goes                                          
maybe i can if i turn it up here a                                              
little bit uh                                                                   
and uh it's not good invitation music                                           
isn't it                                                                        
so we need to go with something like uh                                         
looks like                                                                      
there we go ladies and gentlemen this                                           
has been dr randy white it has been a                                           
delight to be with you today on                                                 
www.randywightministries.org                                                    
until next time thanks for all of those                                         
of you who push                                                                 
the donate button from time to time you                                         
support our ministry and we                                                     
are most grateful                                                               
from our house to your house god bless                                          
you                                                                             
wrong picture how do i fix that                                                 
nope that's not right either                                                    
is it that one is it that one                                                   
is it that one how about we just say uh                                         
hey                                                                             
goodbye everybody i don't know what i'm                                         
doing                                                                           
but it's been fun and uh                                                        
that there's what you're supposed to be                                         



seeing right there                                                              
always a delight to uh be with you                                              
even with a little manipulative music                                           
i'll turn my mic off now                                                        
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


